
The Intersection Between 
Gardening and Wellness is 
Happening in Real Time.

Container garden experts…healthy 
plants, selected to your location + 
Grow Pro

Gardening can improve your wellbeing 
and fight burnout- Gardening is at the 
forefront of wellness.

G
The company plays matchmaker for  
people and plants with concierge –
like support professional guidance.



Gardenuity is an experiential gardening company delivering 
customized container gardens and personalized gardening 
experiences.

Today we may be seen as a gardening company, but in our DNA, 
we are a wellness company that connects the benefits of 
gardening to people. Gardening experiences change people, in 
brain, body and soul.

Gardenuity makes the gardening experience better for 
everyone so real people, experienced or not, reap the benefits 
of growing, nurturing, and enjoying all that grows - ultimately 
changing the world.

From company-wide virtual workshops that kick off wellness 
initiatives, where everyone builds their own complete container 
garden, to custom corporate gifts that give the gift of growing. 
The Gardenuity team has helped bring the multiple health 
benefits of gardening to people across the US.

ABOUT GARDENUITY

Studies prove gardening lowers blood 

pressure and cortisol levels, while improving 

mood and reducing the incidence of anxiety 

and depression. Gardening is perhaps one of 

the most accessible wellness tools that bring 

physical health, mental health and 

mindfulness together.
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GROW Well-being with your most important assets-
your colleagues and customers.

GROW A MORE RESILIENT ORGANIZATION
Gardening improves employee well-being by reducing stress and anxiety, 

developing a growth mindset, bringing focus on physical wellness, and fostering 
more mindfulness. 

FULL ACCESS
Gardenuity offers accessible gardens and gardening experiences, connected 

content, and seasonal programming.

PARTNER WITH GARDENUITY TO DRIVE BEST-IN-CLASS 
ENGAGEMENT IN A FRESH WAY.

With decades of research, proven gardening experiences, plus ongoing 
engagement programs and account support, we bring a fresh approach to 

employee benefits.

85% REBOOKING RATE WITH CURRENT ORGANIZATIONS
Improve mental health, connect in a fresh way with physical health through food 

is medicine, reduce stress and anxiety, boost overall well-being.
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Gift your company Gardens and 
Gardening Experiences

Let gardening be your organization’s newest employee and customer benefit.

Grow better mental, physical, and social health with Gardenuity. 

Send your team a garden and let them know how happy you are to be growing 
with them.

Gardenuity specializes in customized gardens that provide a full gardening 
experience to each user. 

Outdoor Gardens, Desktop Gardens and seasonal gardens ship directly to your 
door and engage the recipient right away. Each garden kit is designed to give a 
gardening experience and all the benefits of gardening to each user.

Adding gardens as a benefit for your colleagues and customers is simple. Reach 
out to Doug Platts for details on drop-ship, branding options, and gifting 
programs. doug@gardenuity.com
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(Virtual) Gardening Experiences
Growing a culture of community and connecting with each other has never been more important. Gardening events are a way to make 
meaningful connections across your workforce and your customer base.  

Our gardening workshops have kicked off wellness programs within organizations, brought employees together for team building, launched 
new products, celebrated milestones, and have been breakout sessions for conferences.

Today these are virtual and more necessary than ever to help people stay connected and engaged. Each participant receives a complete 
garden kit including a live plant collection, and access to the live virtual event.

GARDENUITY OFFERS A HOST OF OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW A CULTURE OF WELL-BEING
THROUGH GARDENS AND GARDENING EXPERIENCES.

https://youtu.be/WpIscCga3kQ
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Growing Wellness Wherever You Work

Employee health and well-being. Plants and garden related activities 
reduce stress and increase creativity and productivity. Purposefully 
planned and executed programs lead to a more engaged workforce, 
pervasive peer support, better business ROI, reduced stress levels, and 
overall feelings of revitalization.

Social engagement for employees. Connecting virtually is the new 
normal for today, gardening activities break down feelings of isolation 
and departmental silos and hierarchies. 

Well-being. Gardening activities help employees connect with their co-
workers, building relationships in a social way. Studies show the mental 
health benefits of gardening are extensive. Disconnection is dangerous 
to employee’s health as well as the health of the business; gardening is 
a way to connect.

Grow collaboration. Grow a collaborative culture through gardening. 
Bringing them together virtually will grow more than just healthy 
harvests, it is a way to tackle loneliness and increase communal 
engagement.
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Planning Your Virtual Workshop

The Gardenuity team will work with you to deliver a unique 
experience that everyone can enjoy wherever they are. 

We have provided some recommendations for workshop and 
garden themes for the upcoming months, and we can tailor and 
add to these experiences based on your needs.

Typically, a virtual event can be turned around within 3 weeks, for 
larger events 150+ attendees we recommend a longer lead time. 
This can be discussed further during the initial briefing call.

The Gardenuity team will regularly communicate with the primary 
point of contact and engagement consultant throughout this 
process.
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Branding Opportunities

From packaging to planters there are several branding and co-branding opportunities. From engraved logos to custom stitched grow
bags to custom acrylic tags, we can have lots of fun creating garden related taglines with our clients (e.g. from “Welcome to the Show” to 
“Welcome to the Grow” for MGM Resorts). 

We can also include custom gift notes, as well as additional items that the client may want to include such as annual reports or collateral.
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GARDENING WORKSHOPS

Growing Greatness

Patio-to-Plate

Cut-to-Cocktail

Working Well Desktop Garden
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Growing Greatness Workshop

Grow your own mindfulness workshop, engaging, teaching, and inspiring your teams to explore the 
benefits of gardening for physical, mental and social well-being.  

These fun interactive programs teach about the benefits of gardening and techniques and ideas that 
make the process seamless.  Topics covered in addition to the garden include, but are not limited to:

Gardens and wellness, increase personal time to thrive, micro-steps to gratitude, leadership lessons 
that grow, recharging, reconnecting, nutrition, hydration,  growing a mindset shift and the brain on 
gardening, and what the gratitude.

Discussions around work-life balance, getting dirty for good, sustainability, and micro-stepping for a 
healthy growing season are all part of the workshop.  Ideas on how to use the harvests and enjoy the 
wellness that comes from getting a little dirty close the workshop.

Each outdoor garden ships with everything you need to get your container garden started with fully-
rooted, live plant collections ready to plant during the Gardenuity Workshop. You don’t need a big 
yard for this garden! Your custom garden can grow on your patio, porch or balcony.

Workshop pricing ($76 per person) includes kit, plants, Grow Pro support, and workshop. 

Custom branding options available at additional cost.
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Patio to Plate Workshop

Celebrate the ""Patio to Plate""  and ‘Food is Medicine” movement by tuning in for a fun, informative, 
virtual garden workshop with Gardenuity.

If you would like, we can also kick this workshop off with an herb inspired appetizer that is based on 
the plants the group will be growing (recipe shared ahead of time - we cannot ship ingredients).

During this workshop Gardenuity will walk you through how to assemble your very own complete 
container Garden, depending on your climate and season this could include a tomato plant, pepper 
plant or leafy greens each paired with seasonal herbs. 

After building your gardens, Gardenuity will share their favorite recipes that incorporate your fresh 
edible plants, as well as tips and tricks for caring for your new garden. In addition, we will also discuss 
the many wellness benefits of gardening, from mental and physical wellness to social wellbeing.

Each garden ships with everything you need to get your container garden started with fully-rooted, 
live plant collections ready to plant during the Gardenuity Workshop. You don’t need a big yard for 
this garden! Your custom garden can grow on your patio, porch or balcony.

Workshop pricing ($76 per person) includes kit, plants, Grow Pro support, and workshop. 

Custom branding options available at additional cost.
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Cut to Cocktail Workshop

Celebrate the ""Cut to Cocktail"" movement by tuning in for a fun, informative, virtual outdoor 
container garden workshop with Gardenuity.

After kicking off this workshop with an herb infused cocktail/mocktail (recipe shared ahead of time if 
you want to mix along), the Gardenuity team will walk you through how to assemble your very own 
complete container Cocktail Herb Garden. 

If you would like to include a cocktail drink kit with your garden shipment, we can include one of our 5 
O'Clock Box kits ($29.95 each) that include everything you need to make a craft cocktail, except the 
liquor. This would need to be sourced by the attendee but would be either vodka, tequila, gin, or 
bourbon depending on the cocktail: 
https://www.gardeninspiredliving.com/collections/gifts/products/5-oclock-box-cocktail-kit

We will also be sharing our favorite recipes, cocktails, and mocktails that incorporate your fresh 
edible plants, as well as tips and tricks for caring for your new garden. In addition, we will also discuss 
the many wellness benefits of gardening, from mental and physical wellness to social wellbeing.

Each outdoor cocktail herb garden ships with everything you need to get your container garden 
started with fully-rooted, live plant collections ready to plant during the Gardenuity Workshop. You 
don’t need a big yard for this garden! Your custom garden can grow on your patio, porch or balcony.

Workshop pricing ($76 per person) includes kit, plants, Grow Pro support, and workshop. 

Custom branding options available at additional cost.
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Working Well Desktop Garden Workshop

Celebrate ""Growing Greatness"" and your colleagues by tuning in for a fun, 
informative, virtual garden workshop with Gardenuity. Each attendee will receive 
access to Gardenuity's virtual workshop and a Desktop Garden kit. 

This plant collection is fun, easy to care for, and consists of unique plants in their 
coloring and variegation. The plants work in low/medium light, making them an 
ideal collection for your desktop garden.

Adding a little greenery and life to the space where you spend hours every day has 
lots of benefits. Studies have shown indoor plants improve concentration and 
productivity. They can also reduce stress levels and boost your overall mood.

Workshop pricing ($57 per person) includes kit, plants, Grow Pro support, and 
workshop. 

Custom branding options available at additional cost.



GROWING GREATNESS.
Well-being the Greatest Gift of all. 

Doug Platts
646.276.5514

doug@gardenuity.com


